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Vtubers 101: An Introduction

A look at the history and appeal of Virtual Youtubers
By Alex Johns

O

n the 29th of October 2016, the
YouTube channel “A.I.Channel”
uploaded its �irst video. In it, an anime
girl animated through the
performance capture of an actress
introduced herself as the “Virtual
YouTuber, Kizuna AI”.
The concept wasn’t an entirely new
one, especially in her native land of
Japan. Since the early 2000s,
virtualised anime characters have
been used to advertise Vocaloid
software. On YouTube and Japanese
equivalent Niconico, cover artists
often hid their identity behind anime
avatars became known as “utaite”
(from the term “Utattemita” - literally
“I tried to sing”) to differentiate
themselves. But this self-professed
“VTuber”, quickly known as “AI-chan”
to her fans, was different. In October
2021, data technology company User
Local estimated that around 16,000
VTubers had appeared to follow in the
footsteps of AI-chan and the idea of
virtual content creators had expanded
well beyond its routes.
Kizuna AI, a character
and concept devised by
Japanese web
development company
Activ8. A promotion and
technology-driven
initiative, the channel
primarily focused on
video blog and skit
content. She
successfully spun off
into a gaming
channel, exploding in
popularity both in
Japan and overseas,
her main channel reaching

1 million subscribers in August 2018.
It was no wonder so many Japanese
creators followed in her footsteps –
but the idea runs much deeper than
�lash in the pan trends.
As a whole, Japanese internet
communities value anonymity.
Concepts of what one says or creates
online affecting your real life is well
ingrained. This can go from a random
poster on one of Japans many
anonymous imageboards to the author
of the biggest manga in the world –
Demon Slayer: Kimetsu no Yaiba
remaining anonymous throughout
their success. Bringing that anonymity
into video creation with a living,
breathing anime avatar was the
perfect mix to capture otaku culture.
With this explosion, technology was
retro�itted around the idea of the
Virtual Avatar. With creation programs
like “VRoid Studio” and animation
programs like “Miku Miku Dance”, 3D
tracking similar to, though inevitably
more limited than, Kizuna AI could
come from a webcam setup without a
company's backing. On the more
complex end of things, the technology
of creating movement from still
images, known as “Live2D” began to
be combined with various tracking
software. A distinction between a
“corporate” and an “independent”
VTuber was made to signify where
they came from and what their
intentions were.
What would come to be known as
the biggest producers of VTuber
content in the world sprang from two
young tech start-ups wanting a
promote face and body tracking
technologies. In one corner you have
Cover Corporation and their

Billed as an ar�ficial intelligence, Kizuana AI
is generally considered the first VTuber.

With over 200 talents in over 7 countries, Nijisanji is the largest Vtuber group
in the world. Pictured here is the en�re Japanese branch as of August 2021.
entertainment troupe based in
Japanese idol culture – hololive. On the
other, Ichikara Inc. with its giant
interconnected web of worldwide
talent – Nijisanji. As these projects
developed, the pre-recorded style of
videos popularised by AI-chan would
morph into variety streaming. Gaming,
ASMR, chatting, performing – it would
all be done live with an animated
character, �ilmed primarily in front of a
performers home computer. These
companies would lead VTubing into
the 2020s.
But with corporate control, one
could easily worry. Would the will of a
company created character override
the performer behind the scenes?
Could recasting a VTuber be as simple
as recasting a TV show? Activ8 found
out that answer in June 2019 when,
in an attempt to expand their
Kizuna AI project, they
introduced two identical
new AI-chans (plus
another made for the
Chinese market) all
performed by
different people.
What would
come to be
known as the
“Four Kizuna AI”
received immense
blowback from fans,
who were worried
about the possibility

that the original AI performer would
be replaced. Whether that was ever a
possibility or not, a sharp message
echoed throughout what was at the
time a burgeoning industry – the
character and the person behind it are
irrevocably linked.
With all of the above in mind, it of
course makes sense that VTubers
would appear overseas. But several
speci�ic factors made things take a
dramatic turn. With a surge in
popularity owing to talents like
internationally cute Inugami Korone
and the English speaking Kiryu Coco,
Cover Corp saw the potential for an
overseas audience. When they
debuted an English hololive branch in
September 2020, it turned out to be a
perfect storm. The advent of a global
pandemic early in the year lead to a
build-up of wanting for unique
internet content and interaction.
Hololive English exploded on the
scene in ways no other group had. Of
particular note was the cute,
humorous and perpetually online
shark girl, Gawr Gura, who rocketed
past Kizuna AI to become the most
subscribed VTuber on YouTube –
currently nearing 4 million fans on the
platform.
As the concept of VTubers began to
spill over into other countries, varying
cultures sifted ideas into their own
form of anonymous content creation.

Debu�ng in the first Genera�on of hololive English, Gawr Gura
quickly became the most subscribed VTuber on YouTube.
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The biggest VTuber on streaming pla�orm Twitch,
Ironmouse is able to stream despite a compromised
immune system keeping her bedridden.
Of particular note is how the very
concept of a form of internet media
leaning heavily towards female
creators seemed unique. Women were
allowed to move beyond appearances
in a popular medium formed by and
around them, another barrier to keep
the separation between audience and
performer clear. During the boom,
popular streamers even experimented
with performing as VTubers to have
days where they can interact with
audiences without a camera in their
face.
The options for VTubers to surpass
streaming conventions can go further.
Debuting in the early life of VTubing in
2017, Puerto Rican streamer
Ironmouse used VTubing as a way to
interact with the world while
bedridden. Suffering from CVID, a
disorder that impairs the immune
system, she is forced to stay indoors
and heavily medicated. From these
humble origins, she has managed to
grow into one of the biggest VTubers
in the world, becoming a founding
member of the �irst major western
VTuber company, VShojo. As a true
pillar of the community, Ironmouse
has inspired a unique type of western
VTuber, borrowing both from Japanese
origins and standard English
streaming culture.

allows a form of acceptance to
whatever these animated characters
happen to offer up. Disabilities can be
swerved around to interact with
friends online. A transgender person
can play with gender identity in a
virtual space. Viewers accept that
these characters are identities in and
of themselves. In a positive holdover
from its origins in the �ield of Japanese
privacy, the vast majority of VTuber
fans have little interest in breaching
the invisible wall between VTuber and
performer. To use an example: Nozomi
Kasuga is a voice actress, Kizuna AI is
Kizuna AI.
When Activ8 decided to branch off
the original VTuber into her own
subsidiary company in 2020, the
performer behind her was given more
control in the direction the character
would take. With this came an of�icial
announcement of who that performer
was. It meant nothing to the loyal fans
of the now legendary AI-chan. But
how did she fare in the ever-changing
world of her creation? Judging by the
outpouring of emotions from the
announcement of her inde�inite hiatus,
following a worldwide digital concert
tour in 2021-2022, she still means a
lot to the industry. And in an industry
that encourages being whatever you
want to be, that can mean a whole lot.

While the separation of an avatar
from the audience can bring about
dehumanisation to VTubers, it also
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Major worldwide companies have started to
use VTubers in online marke�ng. Pictured
is Ne�lix’s VTuber, Kurono N-ko Mei.
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“In October 2021, data technology company
User Local estimated that around 16,000
VTubers had appeared to follow in
the footsteps of AI-chan and the idea of
virtual content creators had
expanded well beyond its routes.”
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